This paper demonstrates on the basis of novel data from Hungarian that contrary to received opinion, sluicing is possible inside relative clauses. It shows that sluicing can affect a relative clause to the exclusion of its relative pronoun in headless or headed relatives that can be considered non-canonical free choice expressions. In sluicing, the relative pronoun that gets stranded in the ellipsis process furthermore bears the major stress associated with the relative clause, a cross-linguistically rare possibility in languages. The findings throw a new light on theories concerned with the syntactic licensing of sluicing and ellipsis in general, pointing at the crucial role of prosody.
Introduction: restrictions on sluicing
Sluicing, first identified and named in Ross (1969) , is an instance of clausal ellipsis that leaves a single wh-remnant and deletes a TP in contexts in which the content of the TP is given in the preceding discourse. According to the generally adopted view in the syntactic literature sluicing is restricted to wh-interrogative clauses (cf. 1), and is not allowed in wh-relative clauses (cf. 2) (ellipsis is indicated by strikethrough, data from Lobeck 1995: p. 57, ex. 57a ; Merchant 2001: p. 59, ex. 67 respectively, see also van Riemsijk 1987): (1) Someone stole the car, but they don't know who stole the car.
(2) a. * Someone wants to talk to Mary, but the person who wants to talk to Mary is too shy to approach her. b. * Someone stole the car, but they couldn't find the person who stole the car.
The above difference between interrogative and relative environments when it comes to the syntactic licensing of sluicing has puzzled syntacticians for a while now, but has received no explanation in the literature so far  researchers merely state that interrogativity is a quintessential licensing requirement on sluicing for reasons unknown. In Lobeck's governmentbased framework of ellipsis licensing, interrogative complementizers are said to possess a [+wh]-feature that makes them a 'strong' ellipsis licensor, contrary to relative complementizers with a [−wh] feature, which is incapable of licensing. In Merchant's implementation, where ellipsis is licensed by a syntactic feature E on the C°-head of constituent questions, the sluicing-type E feature possesses uninterpretable [uwh*,uQ*]-features that require overt checking against an interrogative complementizer but do not allow checking against any other complementizer type, e.g. a relative complementizer.
1 Accordingly, the proper configuration for ellipsis licensing is as in (3). (3) In this paper, it will be argued that the puzzle concerning the interrogative vs. relative distinction in ellipsis licensing does not in fact exist: relative clauses can also have their TP elided to the exclusion of their relative pronoun, similarly to what one finds in interrogatives. The novel data upon which this claim will be based come from Hungarian. In this language sluicing inside relatives  'relative sluicing' as it will be referred to below  is a productive pattern and shows the traits of clausal ellipsis. It will be shown that relative sluicing furthermore shows a specific prosodic profile that is cross-linguistically rare, and that the availability of this profile might constain the availability of relative sluicing across languages.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the novel data of relative sluicing from the National Hungarian Corpus and describes the environments in which relative sluicing can be found. Section 3 spells out several arguments for taking these data to involve instances of clausal ellipsis. Section 4 details the syntactic and prosodic licensing of relative sluicing and sheds light on its cross-linguistically rare distribution. Section 5 summarizes.
Relative sluicing: novel data from Hungarian
Hungarian relative clauses are structurally similar to interrogative clauses in that they contain movement of a wh-type pronoun to the left periphery. Relative pronouns are built on the wh-word paradigm, and are prefixed by a-, a morpheme originating from a demonstrative (to be glossed as REL in what follows).
As a search in the Hungarian National Corpus (HNC, http://corpus.nytud.hu/mnsz/) reveals, relative clauses need not be fully pronounced in Hungarian. Next to examples in which relatives contain VP ellipsis or ellipsis of a postfocal constituent (see van Craenenbroeck and Lipták 2006 for examples of this sort), the corpus contains many examples in which the sole overt item in a relative clause is the relative pronoun itself, and the missing predicate in the relative clause is identical to the embedding predicate in the matrix clause. This is a pattern of relative clause formation that is perfectly productive and can be found both in literary style and in oral language use.
2 (4) and (5) REL-who-WITH met-3SG 'Acquiantances, he met only one, and he found it funny that he met whoever he did.'
As the careful reader has noticed the relative clauses in (4) and (5) The sluiced relative pronoun can also be contrastive with respect to another relative pronoun in the preceding discourse (cf. 9).
(9) Olvasni kell. Elképesztő, AMIT ír, elképesztő, AHOGY ír. read-INF must astonishing REL-what-ACC write-3SG astonishing REL-how write-3SG 'You have to read him. It's astonishing what he writes, and also astonishing how he does.' the head is generated external to the relative clause, but this choice is immaterial for the present purposes. Note also that in examples (4)-(9), the elliptical material is indicated by strikethrough to familiarize the reader with the content of the relative clause. In the rest of the examples, the elided material is not spelled out for reasons of space.
In all the above cases, ellipsis is truly optional: the elliptical parts (indicated by strikethrough) can also be fully pronounced, with exactly the same meaning. Note further that the elliptical TP in these relative clauses is structurally identical to the antecedent TP in the sense that it does not contain a cleft underlyer: as none of the examples contain a nominative relative pronoun, they cannot serve as a cleft pivot.
That relative sluicing is always hosted by headless and pronominally headed relatives in Hungarian is not an accident: what unites these relative clauses is that they have a definite or universal (and necessarily restrictive) interpretation. While all examples so far are definite in reading, the following example (source: Élet és irodalom 19 April 2013) illustrates a universal one.
(10) Egy olyan országban élünk, ahol szinte "minden" és "mindenki" következmények an such country-IN live-3PL where almost everthing and everyone consequences
We live in a country where everything and everyone can do whatever it/he does, without consequences.'
Unlike definite/universal relatives, indefinite relatives or relatives with a non-restrictive interpretation cannot host sluicing in Hungarian, consider the ungrammaticality of the following two examples, both modified variants of (5) Péter-WITH REL-who-WITH 'Acquiantances, he met one, … Péter, who he met.'
The obligatory definite/universal semantics of relative sluicing makes these relative clauses functionally equivalent to headless relatives in English, which are also known to have either a definite or a universal reading (cf. Jacobson 1995 , Dayal 1997 , Caponigro 2003 . This functional equivalence extends to the pragmatic import of the relative clauses as well: in all cases but the contrastive relative in (9), sluiced relatives are used to signal irrelevance, vagueness or ignorance on the side of the speaker  characteristics of the use of English headless relatives as well (see Jacobson 1995 , Dayal 1997 , von Fintel 2000 . Accordingly, when using sluiced relatives, Hungarian speakers indicate that they deem the relative's exact reference irrelevant to the conversational purposes or that they do not choose or are able to reveal it. In this sense, sluiced relatives can be considered elliptical variants of non-canonical free choice relatives in the language and can be paraphrased best with an -ever type free relative in English (see the translations of the examples above).
Evidence for ellipsis
Having introduced the data in a nutshell in the previous section, the present section turns to arguments for the elliptical status of relative sluicing. What will be argued for is that the data introduced in the previous section are derived by the elliptical process of sluicing: the TP constituent of the relative undergoes ellipsis and the relative pronoun is left behind as the sole remnant of this process. Taking the landing site of relative pronouns in Hungarian to be Sp,CP (following Kenesei 1992 , Kántor 2008 , the representation of relative sluicing will be argued to be as in (14) Annyi amennyi 'that.many REL.how.many' in this account would form a complex demonstrative expression of sorts. The rest of this section lists four arguments to the effect that (15) cannot be on the right track and that (14) is a more plausible representation of relative sluicing data.
Syntactic distribution
The first disadvantage of the representation in (15) is that the demonstrative  relative pronoun complex is unattested in any other syntactic environment in the language. To wit, the syntactic distribution of annyi amennyi is clearly different from that of its demonstrative head, the demonstrative annyi: while the latter can, the former cannot be a prenominal modifier for example.
(16) a. annyi láb b. * annyi amennyi láb that.many foot that.many REL-how.many foot 'that many feet'
'that many feet'
This difference does not follow from (15) but is straightforwardly predicted by (14). If amennyi is followed by a non-pronounced relative clause, the ungrammaticality of (16b) simply follows from the fact that finite relatives are ungrammatical in prenominal position in Hungarian.
(17) * annyi [ CPrel amennyi van nekik ] láb that.many REL-how.many is they-DAT foot intended: 'the number of feet they have'
This shows that an analysis like (15) therefore is clearly not available for annyi amennyi and its ilk and should only be used for demonstrative  relative pronoun combinations that form a single lexical element. To my knowledge, there is one such case, the idiomatic úgy-ahogy so-REL.how 'so-so': this lexeme has a non-compositional meaning and distributes like an adverb  the category corresponding to its head, úgy:
(18) A bolt még úgy-ahogy tartja magát. the shop still so-REL-how holds itself 'The shop is so-so alive.'
Apart from the idiomatic úgy-ahogy, however, (15) makes false predictions for the syntactic distribution of productively formed relative sluicing with other demonstrative  relative pronoun combinations, such as the examples (4)- (10) above. And the productive pattern of relative sluicing extends to the entire range of relative pronouns available in the language. A search for 11 frequently occurring relative pronouns in sentence final position in the HNC yielded 312 examples of relative sluicing, see Table 1 for the figures broken down per relative pronoun and per relative clause type. This table reveals that relative sluicing is not confined to only a couple of lexical elements with possibly idiomatic meanings. 
Non-adjacency
A second argument for the representation in (14) and against (15) is that the relative head, when present, can be discontinuous from the relative pronoun and found at a distance from it. In many cases the demonstrative head is found in the preverbal focus position, while the relative pronoun is postverbal. In a single-constituent analysis like (15), these data would need to be derived by moving a part of the complex constituent out of the complex, a non-default option when dealing with an idiomatic combination of two elements. 
Distributive readings
The third argument for an elliptical approach to relative sluicing comes from the strongly distributive subject quantifier ki-ki 'each' in Hungarian. This quantifier can only be felicitously used if it binds a distributive share (in the sense of Beghelli and Stowell 1997) . In the following (a) example there is nothing for ki-ki to distribute over: there is no share. In the (b) example, the bound pronominal in the possessive provides the necessary distributive share for ki-ki (indicated by coindexing).
(22) a. * Ki-ki intelligens volt. each intelligent was 'Each of them were intelligent.' b.
Ki-ki i intelligensebb volt a pro i bátyjánál. each intelligent-COMP was the brother-POSS-3SG-AT 'Each of them were more intelligent than their brothers.' 4 Note also that infrequently, relative sluicing can also be found with lexical nouns in the head of the relative.
(i) ... Ausztriában, ahol most az a kormány van, amelyik. Austria-IN REL-where now that the government is REL-which '… in Austria, where the kind of government is (in power) which is (in power)' This indicates that in a structure like (15), the single constituent hypothesized should contain a slot for a free lexical restriction; something that is evidently not expected if the single constituent is idiomatic in nature.
Consider now (23), in which a distributive relation is difficult to construe as the object refers to a definite specific entity. The result is very poor:
(23) ?* Ki-ki i megcsókolta azt (az embert). each kissed-3SG that-ACC the man-ACC 'Each of them kissed that man.'
No such problem arises, however, if the object is modified by a relative clause that contains a bound pronominal subject, like in the following two examples. In these, ki-ki has a suitable distributive share:
(24) a.
Ki-ki i megcsókolta azt , akit pro i látott. each kissed-3SG that-ACC REL-who-ACC saw-3SG 'Each of them kissed whoever they saw.' b.
Ki-ki i megcsókolta azt , akit pro i megcsókolt. each kissed-3SG that-ACC REL-who-ACC kissed-3SG 'Each of them kissed whoever they kissed.'
Crucially, relative sluicing patterns with the latter examples by being grammatical with ki-ki in the main clause. Thus, (25) expresses the same meaning as (24b) and is perfectly well-formed:
(25) Ki-ki i megcsókolta azt , akit. each kissed-3SG that-ACC REL-who-ACC 'Each of them kissed whoever they did.' If (25) is an elliptical instance of (24b), and thus derives from an underlying structure similar to that of (24b), the possibility of distibutive binding and the grammaticality of the example follows without any further ado. Under an account in which azt akit forms a single constituent, the wellformedness of (25) is not predicted: indeed, this account would rather predict that (25) should be as degraded as (23) due to the lack of a distributive share.
Traits of antecedent contained deletion
The last argument for relative sluicing involving ellipsis comes from a set of observations that show that relative sluicing shows traits of antecedent contained deletion, most specifically traits of antecedent contained sluicing, and as such a part of it must be affected by an elliptical process.
Antecedent contained deletion is the cover term for ellipsis phenomena in which an elided phrase is contained in a phrase whose meaning it depends on for purposes of ellipsis resolution (Bouton 1970 , May 1985 , Hornstein 1995 , Kennedy 1997 , Merchant 2000 , Hackl et al 2012 . This is typically a case where VP ellipsis takes place inside a relative clause, cf. (26): 5 5 The standard syntactic solution to ensure that the resolution of the missing VP material does not incur infinite regress is to assume that quantifier raising applies to the relative clause, to adjoin to a matrix constituent that is minimally as high as the elided constituent itself: this means minimally to the matrix VP. See Merchant (2000) for an argument in terms of NPI licensing that VP-adjunction for ACD containing VP ellipsis should be allowed. (26) Such cases of ACS furthermore have a unique characteristic profile when it comes to ellipsis identity: quantificational subjects, modals and negation are (in certain contexts) not recovered in the ellipsis site. That is, while these are part of the antecedent TP in English, they are not part of the missing TP (provided in brackets):
(28) a. Everyone got sick without knowing why (he got sick / *everyone got sick). b. John must love someone without knowing who (he loves / *he must love). c. John does not love anyone without knowing who (he loves /* he does not love).
Hungarian relative sluicing fully parallels English antecedent contained sluicing in the above properties as well. First, a universal quantifier in the matrix clause is interpreted as a bound variable in the ellipsis site:
(29) Mindenki megcsókolta azt , akit (pro i / * mindenki) megcsókolt. everyone kissed.3SG
that-ACC REL-who-PL pro everyone kissed-3SG 'Everyone kissed whoever he kissed.' Second, negation and conditional mood is not construed as part of the ellipsis site, either:
(30) Pénzügyi válság nélkül nem tartottunk volna ott, finencial crisis without not be-PAST-3PL COND there ahol (tartottunk / * nem tartottunk volna).
REL-where be-PAST-3PL not be-PAST-3PL COND 'Without the financial crisis we would not have been wherever we were.' Putting aside the question why this unique profile of interpretation obtains in these examples (see Yoshida 2010 , Yoshida & Gallego 2012 , Thoms 2013 for explanations for the English facts), what is important is that both English ACS and Hungarian relative sluicing feature the same kind of breakdown of strict identity in exactly the same environments. And this in turn presents an argument for treating Hungarian relative sluicing as an instance of antecedent contained deletion of a TP constituent.
This concludes the argumentation about ellipsis being part of the derivation of relative sluicing examples. The present section has provided converging evidence from four aspects of syntactic behavior for the claim that relative sluicing contains deletion.
The licensing of relative sluicing
This final section gives an account of the licensing of relative sluicing and in this way returns to the topic of the introduction. While we have successfully shown that sluicing inside relative clauses is possible contrary to received opinion, the puzzle concerning the distinction between interrogatives and relative clauses can be reformulated such that it concerns language variation: Why does Hungarian allow for sluicing inside relatives while languages like English do not? The answer to this question has two components: as will be argued on the next pages, relative sluicing is possible in Hungarian due to the interplay of syntactic and prosodic licensing.
Syntactic licensing
The syntactic licensing of relative sluicing in Hungarian is due to the same licensing mechanism that is operative in sluicing in other non-interrogative domains as well, such as indicative clauses. The crucial observation relevant here is that in languages in which wh-movement in constituent questions is indistinguishable from movement of other constituents allow sluicing after such constituents as well  cf. van Craenenbroeck & Lipták (2006 , 2013 for Hungarian, as well as Grebenyova (2006) for Russian, Hoyt & Theodorescu (2012) for Romanian, Lipták & Aboh (2013) for Gungbe.
For Hungarian specifically, van Craenenbroeck and Lipták (2006) have shown that sluicing can leave any operator phrase in the left periphery, not only wh-or focus-constituents but also (universal) quantifiers.
(31) János meghívott egy lányt, de nem tudtam, hogy {kit / ANNÁT}. János invited a girl-ACC but not knew-1SG COMP who-ACC Anna-ACC 'János invited a girl, but I didn't know {who / that it was Anna}.' (32) Tudtam, hogy János sok lányt meghívott, de nem tudtam, knew-1SG that János many girl-ACC PV-invited-3SG but not knew-1SG hogy mindet.
COMP all-ACC 'János invited many girls, but I don't know he invited every one of them.'
To capture this broad range of sluiced remnants the above authors suggested that ellipsis licensing in Hungarian sluicing should in fact make reference to an operator feature on the remnant and on the functional head whose complement elides. 6 Accordingly, in Hungarian the [E] feature should be defined to have an operator feature, E [uOp*] , which requires checking in overt syntax against an operator that moves above the TP. The net effect is that while English sluicing deletes the complement of (the highest) C°, Hungarian sluicing deletes the complement of an operator head, such as Foc The account of ellipsis licensing presented here makes the prediction that languages in which whmovement and relative operator movement are sufficiently alike should show evidence for relative sluicing as well. One language for which this prediction is fulfilled is the Niger-Congo language Gungbe (Lipták and Aboh 2013) . In Gungbe, wh-and focus elements move to the same 6 In more exact detail the authors suggest that sluicing tracks wh-syntax in languages: the feature content of whelements in non-elliptical questions determines what kind of remnants can escape TP-ellipsis in sluicing. In an E-feature approach like Merchant's (2001) , this boils down to the licensing requirement making reference to features on the remnant relativized to the type of features found on interrogatives, as stated in (i) (i) THE WH/SLUICING-CORRELATION (van Craenenbroeck and Lipták 2006) The syntactic features that the E-feature checks in a certain language are identical to the strong features a whphrase checks in a non-elliptical constituent question in that language. 
